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INTRODUCTION
Best known as the author of some of the
most popular science fiction books ever
written, Herbert George Wells (18661946) has also been long regarded by many
as “the Father of Miniature Wargaming.”
This recognition is due primarily to his
highly influential 1913 release of Little
Wars, a system of miniature wargaming
rules accompanied by the philosophy and
processes he employed when developing
them.
Less well known, however, is Floor
Games, which is often mischaracterized as
“a companion book” to Little Wars, even
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FLOOR GAMES

though it was published in 1911, two years
before its better-known sequel.
Floor Games is, in fact, a self-standing
and lighthearted, sometimes even
humorous discussion about the theory,
purpose, and methodology of playing a
variety of children’s games with models,
miniatures, and other props. And, as its
text makes clear, Floor Games was
conceived of as an independent volume that
the author might eventually decide to
follow with a text devoted purely to
wargames (i.e., what Wells eventually
released as Little Wars).
While Wells is regarded as the founder
of recreational wargaming, in Floor Games
he also anticipates the advent of the
refereed role-playing game some six
decades before its actual birth when, in a
game played with two children, he refers

FOREWORD
H. G. Wells (the science fiction author),
along with Fred Jane (of the “Janes” series
of military references), were the founders
of modern commercial wargaming. They
were the first to publish simple but realistic
wargames that civilians could handle and
enjoy. Jane did it for naval wargamimg,
and Wells did it for land wargaming. They
did it a century ago, but it took more than
half a century before their ideas became a
mass market item.
Wargaming has been around for
thousands of years, but was rarely written
about. It was largely something that was
passed down orally, or reinvented time and
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